2011 Summer Jobs
Limnology Laboratory
Iowa State University

- Learn methods and techniques for lake and stream sampling
- Gain experience in laboratory techniques used to characterize water quality
- Learn about how various water quality parameters relate to the condition of Iowa’s lakes
- 30-40 hours per week from May to August
- Potential for continued employment into Fall 2011 semester

Interested?

Applications are available:

Online at http://limnology.eeob.iastate.edu/

Or

Outside 150 Bessey Hall

Return completed applications to the mailbox of:
Dr. Christopher T. Filstrup
Department of Ecology, Evolution and Organismal Biology
253 Bessey Hall
Ames, IA 50011

Want more info?

Google: ISU LIMNOLOGY

or

Read full announcements on ISU’s Student Job Board